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ABSTRACT: Solid polymer electrolytes based on lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide and polymer matrix were extensively studied in the past due to their excellent potential in a
broad range of energy related applications. Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and polyethylene oxide (PEO) are among the
most examined polymer candidates as solid polymer electrolyte matrix. In this work, we study the effect of reciprocated
suppression of polymer crystallization in PVDF/PEO binary
matrix on ion transport and mechanical properties of the
resultant solid polymer electrolytes. With electron and X-ray
diffractions as well as energy filtered transmission electron
microscopy, we identify and examine the appropriate blending

composition that is responsible for the diminishment of both
PVDF and PEO crystallites. A three-fold conductivity enhancement is achieved along with a highly tunable elastic modulus
ranging from 20 to 200 MPa, which is expected to contribute
toward future designs of solid polymer electrolytes with high
room-temperature ion conductivities and mechanical flexibility.
C 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Polym. Sci., Part B: Polym.
V
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INTRODUCTION The solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) has attr-

ion transport.15–17 For example, Abraham et al.,15 reported
on a highly conductive polymer blend electrolyte with
hexafluoropropylenecopymer of PVDF (known as PVDF-HFP),
oligomeric poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether (CH3O(CH2CH2O)n-CH3, with average molecular weights Mw 5 250,
400, and 500 g/mol, and lithium salts. Han et al.,17 studied
iodine ion transport in nanoparticle-modified PEO/PVDF
blends in the context of a solid state redox electrolyte for
dye-sensitized solar cells. In addition, several investigations
of ion transport in PEO/(PVDF-HFP)/lithium perchlorate
(LiClO4) blends have been reported.16,18,19 However, none
provided detailed microstructure-performance relationships
of the resultant blend electrolytes.
In the present work, we focus on establishing microstructureperformance relationships in a series of PEO/PVDF/lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI)-based electrolytes

acted wide attentions in the pursuit toward next-generation
capacitors and batteries, due to its mechanical superiority,
design flexibility, enhanced safety, thermal, and chemical stability as compared to liquid electrolytes.1–4 Polar polymers
such as poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and polyethylene
oxide (PEO) are candidate materials for solid or gel electrolytes in secondary lithium-ion batteries. PVDF has strong
electron-withdrawing groups along the backbones, and thus
provides a high dielectric constant.5–9 PEO provides effective
ion conduction through the oxygen-ion interactions.10–14 The
crystallinity of PEO and PVDF are known to prohibit higher
room-temperature ion conductivities in the solid state.5–14
Blending of PEO and PVDF has been reported previously in
order to reduce the crystallinity of both phases without
introducing inactive components that are not beneficial to
C 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
V
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blends. LiTFSI is a benchmark salt for Li ion battery
electrolytes. The PEO used in this study is synthesized by
air-sensitive, anionic polymerization,20 with a large molecular
weight and small polydispersity (Mn 5 270 kg/mol, PDI 5 1.1)
to eliminate effects from polymer chain sizes and distributions.
A reciprocated suppression of polymer crystallization is identified at a PEO/PVDF ratio of 3:1 (by weight), and a detail microstructure characterization is carried out with electron and
X-ray diffraction as well as energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EF-TEM). The suppressed crystallization of
both PEO and PVDF from PEO/PVDF/LiTFSI blends leads to a
three-fold enhancement in room-temperature ion conductivities as compared to a control PEO/LiTFSI blend. The mechanical properties including elastic modulus (20–200 MPa) and
hardness (1–20 MPa) of these blend electrolytes are highly
tunable by simply varying blend compositions.
EXPERIMENTAL

Film Preparation
PEO is synthesized by anionic polymerization.20 The molecular
weight and polydispersity of the PEO polymer are well controlled and characterized (Mn 5 270 kg/mol and PDI 5 1.1).
PVDF (Mw 5 180 kg/mol, as received from Sigma Aldrich) is
used without further treatment. LiTFSI is received from Sigma
Aldrich and dried at 120 8C in inert-gas-filled glove box for 2
days before use. Proper amount of dry PEO, LiTFSI, and PVDF
were weighted and dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF),
followed by subsequent thorough drying in a vacuum oven for
3 to 4 days at elevated temperatures (>100 8C). Samples were
sealed in bags and stored in inert-gas-protected atmosphere
before any subsequent testing and characterization.
Impedance Spectroscopy and Measurement
Conductivity was measured in the hermetically sealed coin cell
via impedance spectroscopy (Solartron 1260 & 1286 combo)
with voltage perturbation at 10 or 50 mV amplitude and frequency from 10 MHz to 0.1 Hz. In the cell, the polymer-LiTFSI
disc sample (6.35 mm diameter and 0.8 mm thickness) prepared
through hot pressing at elevated temperature (60 8C for PEO and
200 8C for the blended polymers) was sandwiched by two stainless steel spacers along with a 15 mil Teflon gasket under spring
compression. Sample preparation and cell assembling were conducted in the Ar glove box and the cell was properly sealed with
gasket and epoxy for the conductivity measurement in the ambient environment. Before measurement, the prepared cell was
equilibrated at room temperature for a couple of days until the
conductivity reached steady-state. The measurement temperature controlled by the close-top Teflon heating block started
from 25 to 90 8C with 5 8C increment with 2 h of temperature
equilibration prior to each measurement.
Thermal Properties
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed using TA instrument (Q1000) with a heat/cool/heat
protocol under nitrogen flow. Samples were preheated to
250 8C to erase thermal and processing history, then cooled to
2100 8C, and re-heated to 250 8C with a ramp rate of 10 8C/
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min. The transition temperatures were determined by the first
cooling and the second heating cycles.
Nanoindentation
Disc samples that were 1 mm thick were prepared from the
solid blends and kept in airtight containers prior to test. Nanoindentation was performed on a TriboIndenter (Hysitron Inc.).
A displacement control mode was used for experiments. For
each sample, the peak penetration was fixed at 1000 nm, while
the loading and unloading time were set at 5 s. At least 10
valid indentation data points were collected on each sample
and the tests were completed within an hour. Elastic modulus
and hardness values were calculated from the unloading curve
according to the Oliver and Pharr method.21
X-Ray Diffraction
The solid blends were air-tight sealed in individual bags
before experiments. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the polymer
electrolytes was then performed with a PanalyticalX’Pert using
a copper K-alpha radiation.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Dilute DMF solutions (0.2 wt %) of electrolytes were used to
make drop-cast thin film on top of carbon coated copper grids.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments were
conducted in a Zeiss Libra 120 with an Omega energy filter. A
voltage of 120 kV and an emission current of about 5 lA were
used in the experiments to minimize electron induced damage
to electrolyte samples.
RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1(a) shows the temperature dependent ion conductivity for PEO/LiTFSI blends (containing 5 wt % LiTFSI) as a
function of added PVDF concentration (0, 14, 25, and 50 wt %,
in polymer matrix; e.g., a corresponding PVDF/PEO ratio of 0,
1/6, 1/3, and 1/1, by weight). A representative set of Cole–
Cole plots of the electrolyte system are shown in Figure 1(b)
as a function of PVDF loading at room temperature (25 8C). All
electrolytes show an increase in conductivity at higher temperatures in the range of 25–90 8C. Blend electrolytes containing 14 and 50 wt % PVDF yield ion conductivities lower than
PEO/LiTFSI system (0 wt % PVDF) in the measured temperature range (25–90 8C). Interestingly, the blend electrolyte containing 25 wt % PVDF significantly increases ion conductivity
at lower temperature ranges (25–45 8C), by up to more than
three-fold increase. For example, at 30 8C, the conductivity of
the blend with 25 wt % PVDF is 1.5 6 0.1 3 1026 S/cm, while
the conductivity of the blends with of 0 wt %, 14 wt %, and
50 wt % PVDF are 4.7 6 0.2 3 1027 S/cm, 2.7 6 0.1 3 1027
S/cm, and 1.3 6 0.1 3 1027 S/cm, respectively.
The conductivity of the blend electrolytes is associated with
the changes in their microstructure and morphology at different temperatures. Therefore, we first examine thermal phase
transitions including crystallization temperature (Tc) and
melting temperature (Tm) by DSC. Figure 2 shows the first
cooling (top data set) and the second heating cycles (bottom
data sets) of the blend electrolytes. During cooling, the pristine
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40–60 8C in temperature-dependent conductivities for all
samples, which correlates to PEO crystallite melting. The
semi-crystalline electrolyte systems are able to improve their
ion conductivity by more than three orders of magnitudes
upon the transition to a largely amorphous state.
Interestingly, the blend electrolytes do not exhibit distinct
melting or crystallization peaks of PEO under current DSC
measurement conditions which indicates crystallization of
PEO is significantly suppressed by the presence of PVDF
crystallites. Meanwhile, crystallinity of PVDF for PEO/PVDF
blends is determined by using the equation of Xc 5 DHf/DHf *
3 100%, where DHf is the enthalpy of fusion from DSC
measurement and DHf * is the enthalpy of fusion of 100%
crystalline PVDF (104.7 J/g).23 The Xc values of PVDF are
found to be 5.1, 11.2, and 25.2% for blend electrolytes containing 14, 25 and 50 wt % PVDF, respectively (Table 1).

FIGURE 1 (a) Temperature-dependent ion conductivity of PEOLiTFSI electrolytes (with 5 wt % LiTFSI) as a function of added
PVDF (0, 14, 25, and 50 wt %). (b) Cole–Cole plots of PEOLiTFSI (10:1) electrolytes as a function of added PVDF (0, 14,
25, and 50 wt %) at 25 8C. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

PEO/LiTFSI system exhibits a large PEO crystallization
(TcPEO 5 30 8C). The crystallization of PEO is significantly
suppressed by introducing PVDF 14, 25, and 50 wt % to the
blends. It is also noted that the crystallization of PVDF appears
at about 88 8C when adding relatively small amount of PVDF
(14 and 25 wt %) and the TcPVDE further increase to 125 8C at
higher PVDF composition (50 wt %).22 In the second heating
cycle, a characteristic Tm of PEO is observed at 54 8C in the
PEO/LiTFSI sample, which is also greatly suppressed by PVDF
additions. Melting peaks of PVDF (150–180 8C) become pronounced with higher PVDF composition in the blends. Evidently, 14–25 wt % of PVDF provides a reciprocated
suppression of both PEO and PVDF crystallizations. This is featured not only by the large reduction of PEO and PVDF transition peak intensities (including melting and crystallization),
but also through the decreased crystallization and melting
temperatures of PVDF. In addition, looking back at the conductivity measurements, we noticed a distinctive slope change at
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Crystallinity is one of the most important factors that determines ion conductivity at room temperature and can be
reflected by its mechanical properties. The mechanical properties of PEO-LiTFSI blends upon PVDF addition are herein
examined by nanoindentation. Both elastic modulus and
hardness of the composite electrolyte films are extracted and
compared in Figure 3. The addition of PVDF is found to
reduce the elastic modulus and hardness of the systems
when the ratio of PVDF increases from 0 to 14 wt %. As the
PVDF concentration increases further from 14 to 50 wt %,
both elastic modulus and hardness of the blends increases.
The elastic modulus and hardness of the pristine PEO-LiTFSI
systems are 140 6 10 MPa and 5.3 6 0.3 MPa, respectively.
The addition of 14 wt % PVDF reduces these values to
20 6 2 MPa and 1.2 6 0.2 MPa. At 25 wt % PVDF, the elastic
modulus and hardness of the blends increase back to

FIGURE 2 The first cooling (top data set) and second heating
DSC scans (bottom data set) of PEO/LiTFSI (5 wt % LiTFSI)
blends as a function of added PVDF content. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Blend Electrolytes
0 wt % PVDF
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DHf (J/g)a

Xc (%)b

89.5c

41.9c

14 wt % PVDF

5.3

5.1

25 wt % PVDF

11.7

11.2

50 wt % PVDF

26.4

25.2

a

Determined from the second heating of DSC measurement.
Determined by Xc 5 DHf/DHf* 3 100%, where DHf* is the enthalpy of
fusion of 100% crystalline PVDF (104.7 J/g) and PEO (213.7 J/g).24
c
These values are associated with PEO crystals, whereas the rest of
values relate to PVDF crystals.
b

ent with previous reports.10,11,14,26 These peaks are largely
eliminated at 14–50 wt % PVDF loadings, when reflections
from PVDF crystallites gradually appear. The (100) and
(020) peaks of PVDF increase significantly when the PVDF
loading reaches 50 wt %. These data provide further evidences regarding the reciprocated suppression of crystallization in PVDF and PEO matrix.
Using Gaussian functions for XRD fitting and Scherrer equation,28 efforts were made to correlate crystal sizes and XRD
peak intensities with PVDF loading level. The Scherrer equation takes the form of
L5

110 6 3 MPa and 7.6 6 1.1 MPa. Finally, at 50 wt % PVDF,
the elastic modulus and hardness are all enhanced to the
highest values of to 200 6 10 MPa and 20.3 6 1.3 MPa,
respectively. The measured modulus of PEO without PVDF
addition at room temperature is comparable to the values
previously reported by Cimmino et al.25 This nonlinear
dependence of mechanical properties on PVDF concentration
can be attributed to the reciprocated suppression of PEO
and PVDF crystallization observed in DSC. The large reduction of PEO crystallization in the presence of a small amount
of PVDF (less than 14 wt %) is mainly responsible for
decreasing mechanical properties at lower PVDF concentrations, while the higher PVDF concentration (greater than 14
wt %) leads to increased PVDF crystallization and thus
enhanced mechanical properties.
To further examine the microstructure evolution of PVDFPEO-LiTFSI blends, X-ray diffraction results were
carried out as shown in Figure 4(a). The X-ray diffraction
peaks from pristine PEO-LiTFSI electrolyte can be divided
into two groups: (1) peaks from pristine PEO and (2) peaks
from P(EO)6LiTFSI salt-polymer complex, which is consist-

FIGURE 3 Elastic modulus and hardness of PEO-LiTFSI (5 wt %
LiTFSI) electrolytes as a function of added PVDF weight percentage (0, 14, 25, and 50 wt %) as determined by nanoindentation experiments. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Kk
;
bcos h

(1)

where L stands for a average size of crystallites, h for the
Bragg angle, K for dimensionless shape factor, b for the line
broadening at Full Width Half Maximium (FWHM), and k for
the wavelength of incident X-ray beam. In the calculation,
constant value of K 5 0.9 and k 5 1.5406 Å are used. The
PVDF loading dependent XRD peak intensity and crystal
dimension are available in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure
4(b–e) for PVDF (020) and PEO peak of 2h 5 14.88. Significant crystallinity of PEO suppression was observed with
addition of PVDF. Both peak intensity and crystal dimension
of PEO dramatically drop when PVDF is added, while at the
same time, those of PVDF clearly increase.
In Figure 5, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of the blend electrolyte systems also suggest a strong
PVDF percentage dependence, in agreement with the X-ray
diffraction results in Figure 4. The pristine PEO/LiTFSI sam
ple has distinctive sharp reflections, such as (224)
from PEO
crystals, based on the reported monoclinic PEO unit cell.29,30
These PEO reflections disappear at PVDF concentrations of
14–50 wt %. In addition, the PVDF (020) diffraction ring
becomes rather distinctive at 50 wt % PVDF loading, which
indicates that the PVDF crystalline packing at 50 wt % of
PVDF is considerably more regular as compared to those in
other compositions.
Energy filtered TEM of PVDF-PEO-LiTFSI blends are further
conducted to reveal the detailed phase separations responsible for the observed mechanical and electrical properties.
Figure 6 shows the 0 eV images (elastic, top row) and composite oxygen (red) 1 fluorine (green) maps (bottom row),
for blends with 0, 25 wt %, and 50 wt % PVDF. The nonhomogeneous, localized oxygen- or fluorine- rich domains,
on the order of 50–100 nm are distinctive in the pristine
PEO-LiTFSI system, which are attributed to aggregated pristine PEO and P(EO)6LiTFSI salt complex components. These
aggregated domains mostly disappear in the blend with 25
wt % PVDF, which exhibit well dispersed components with
uniform oxygen and fluorine distributions. It should be noted
that in the blends with added PVDF, oxygen can originate
from PEO or the P(EO)6LiTFSI complex, while fluorine can
originate from either LiTFSI or PVDF (in the pristine PEO/
LiTFSI blend, fluorine should only originate from LiTFSI.) At
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The schematics shown in Figure 7 summarize the key findings of the microstructure characterizations from this work
in a simplified format. With no PVDF added, PEO and LiTFSI
have a locally concentrated distribution (or phase separation) due to PEO crystallization and crystalline complex
formation of P(EO)6LiTFSI. When 25 wt % PVDF was introduced into the blend, a less heterogeneous, highly conductive
system forms because of the reciprocated suppression of
both PEO and PVDF crystallization. With further elevated
PVDF loading, a separated PVDF crystalline phase comes into
formation, which deteriorates the ion conductivity.
DISCUSSION

FIGURE 4 (a) X-ray diffraction of PEO-LiTFSI (5 wt % LiTFSI)
electrolytes as a function of added PVDF weight percentage (0,
14, 25, and 50 wt %). The peaks from pristine PEO are labeled
with circles “O,” and the peaks from the (PEO)6:LiTFSI complex
are marked with crosses “X.” The reflections from PVDF are
labeled with their Miller indices. The PVDF loading dependent
XRD peak intensity in PVDF/PEO/LiTFSI electrolytes for (b) PEO
peak of 2h 5 14.88 and (c) PVDF (020). The PVDF loading
dependent crystal dimension in PVDF/PEO/LiTFSI electrolytes
for (d) PEO peak of 2h 5 14.88 and (e) PVDF (020). [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

50 wt % PVDF, clusters with aggregated oxygen- and fluorine- rich domains have sizes greater than 200 nm (Fig. 6).
We attribute this mainly to the PVDF-PEO phase separation
because LiTFSI does not have its separated domains as evidenced by SAED, DSC, and XRD.

The reciprocated suppression of polymer crystallization is
valuable for several reasons. (1) Both polymer components
in the matrix can contribute toward effective ion transport.
In our case, the local dipole moments in both PEO and PVDF
are critical to their ion conductivities, which are distinctively
different than the concept of inert additives. The use of inert
additives such as oxide nanoparticles can also lead to performance enhancement, however, the inert additives will not
conduct ions by themselves, and solely rely on their interactions with their matrix, or the changes they induce in the
matrix. (2) Both polymer components require suppression of
crystallization to achieve more efficient ion transport. The
amorphous regions of PEO are known to contribute largely
to their high conductivity,10–14 while PVDF performs well in
the gel-like format.5–9 (3) The coordination between PEO
and PVDF crystallite suppression at a proper blend ratio provides a possibility to harvest the best performance from
both polymer components simultaneously.
Previous studies on PVDF and PEO blending are very limited.14–18 The hexafluoropropylene copolymers of PVDF
(PVDF-HFP) were reported to blend with LiClO4 and PEO polymer in electrolyte applications.15,17,18 The LiClO4 as a salt was
often used in earlier studies (for example, in 1980’s), which
was not active in wide applications any more. In addition,
processing conditions and electrolyte performance were the
main focus of these works, while the detailed structureperformance correlations were not provided. In another previous study, PVDF-HFP copolymers and oligomer versions of
PEO (degree of polymerization DP 5 10, 8, and 5) were
blended with lithium salts to improve conductivity. The amorphous, gel or liquid-like nature of the oligomer PEOs in this
study indicated that there was no reciprocated suppression of

TABLE 2 Peak Intensity and Crystal Dimension of PEO and PVDF Separately

Blend
Electrolytes

1454

Intensity of
PEO (2 5 14.88)

Intensity
of PVDF

Dimension (nm)
of PEO
Crystallite (2 5 14.88)

Dimension (nm) of
PVDF Crystallite

0 wt % PVDF

1237 6 0.71

0

15.4 6 4.48

0

14 wt % PVDF

402 6 2.92

430 6 1.39

3.48 6 0.43

2.05 6 0.11

25 wt % PVDF

453 6 2.40

657 6 6.94

3.86 6 0.65

1.82 6 0.06

50 wt % PVDF

340 6 1.21

805 6 3.51

3.56 6 1.04

5.04 6 0.30
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FIGURE 5 (a) Selected area electron diffraction pattern of PEO-LiTFSI (5 wt % LiTFSI) blends as a function of the added PVDF concentration. (b) One-dimensional azimuthally averaged radial profiles are given on the right. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

crystallization involved and there was only one crystalline
polymer in the matrix (PVDF-HFP). In the present case,
because of the binary polymer matrix and reciprocated sup-

pression of polymer crystallization, a new opportunity of performance tuning is opened up for both ion conductivity and
mechanical properties.

FIGURE 6 Energy filter TEM images of PEO-LiTFSI (10:1) electrolytes as a function of added PVDF weight percentage (0, 25, and
50 wt %). Elastic images are shown in the top row, and the corresponding composite images (Oxygen in red and Fluorine in
green) are in the bottom row. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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PVDF electrolytes are typically gel-like. In comparison, PEO
is less polar, and can be optimized as solid-state electrolyte.
Interestingly, it is noticed that the highest room temperature
conductivity occur at 25% wt PVDF loading (Fig. 1), while
the lowest mechanical properties occurs at 14% wt PVDF
loading (Fig. 3). We believe the subtle balance between PEO
and PVDF crystallinity and crystallite size distributions upon
the reciprocated suppression likely leads to this intriguing
effect. With only 14% wt PVDF, the weak PVDF crystallinity
and their relatively small sizes play a main role in achieving
the lowest elastic modulus and hardness, because of the
higher intendancy for PVDF molecules to pack up in lattice
and crystallize. With 25% wt PVDF, however, the weaker
PEO crystallinity and their size distributions optimize room
temperature ion conductivity, while the increased PVDF crystallinity and packing enhance the mechanical properties of
the resultant composite electrolyte.
FIGURE 7 Schematics showing the proposed structures of
PEO/LiTFSI electrolytes as a function of PVDF concentration.
Red dots and green circles represent Li1 and TFSI-, respectively. Blue lines represent PEO while yellow lines serve as
PVDF. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Nanoparticle fillers are know to provide an alternative
approach toward PEO crystallinity suppression and performance enhancement. One may argue that the functions of
PVDF may be partially replaced by nanoparticles in lithium
conducting PEO electrolytes. However, the nanoparticles
used so far are mostly made up of metal oxides, which are
inert in terms of lithium conducting. Nanoparticle aggregation and dispersion impose additional challenges and complications. A 10% wt nanoparticle loading typically
correlates with highest-possibly-achieved ion conductivity,
which provides very limited property tuning windows. On
the other hand, the reciprocated suppression of polymer
matrix crystallization offers a possible route toward an electrolyte system with no inert, non-conducting component
and wide range of property tunabilities, free of nanoparticle
aggregation issues.
Based on our findings, the PEO and PVDF crystallite suppressions have a rather intriguing synergistic effect. Previous
work on a complex PEO/PVDF/Iodine ion/nanoparticle system reported an optimal blend ratio of 6:4 (by weight) in
generating ideally reciprocated suppression.17 This is considerably different from our optimal ratio of 3:1 (PEO/PVDF by
weight). Their nanoparticle loading can complicate this comparison, along with their different choice of salt. The asymmetrical 3:1 ratio that was optimized in the present work
can be attributed to the polarity differences of PEO and
PVDF, which translate into their tendencies (or free energy
reduction) to crystallize at room temperature. The highly
polar PVDF has a stronger tendency to pack in crystalline
lattice at room temperature, so that the best performing
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This work has thus laid the foundation for establishing
structure-property correlations and reciprocated suppression
of polymer crystallization for solid-state electrolytes. We pursued a comprehensive approach to correlate indirect and
direct microstructural characterization, with both diffraction
techniques and energy filtered TEM. A correlation between
mechanical and electrical properties was performed to understand the underlying microstructural evolution as a function
of blend composition. Future developments of the reciprocated
suppression of polymer crystallization can be made through
several mechanisms: (1) Molecular weight and polydispersity
of the individual polymer components can be varied toward
ion transport optimization. (2) Copolymer or interfacial compatibilizers can be synthesized and used in the binary polymer
interface or as the sole polymer matrix. This will lead to confined nanophase separation between the two active polymer
components, and can further suppress the crystallization of
the two polar polymer matrices. (3) Incorporation of newergeneration, high-performance salts can be also crucially beneficial. Chemical bonding between salt and the individual polymer components is expected to have more effective
reciprocated suppression of the two polar polymer components and provide more tunability for mechanical properties
and room-temperature ion conductivities.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we investigated the reciprocated suppression of
PVDF and PEO crystallization as well as structure-electrical/
mechanical property relationships in PEO/PVDF/LiTFSIbased electrolytes. With electron and X-ray diffraction combined with energy filtered transmission electron microscopy
(EF-TEM), we identify and examine the optimal blending
range that is responsible for diminishing of both PVDF and
PEO crystallites. A three-fold conductivity enhancement is
herein achieved, along with a highly tunable elastic modulus
(20–200 MPa), which is expected to contribute toward
future designs of solid polymer electrolytes with high roomtemperature ion conductivities and mechanical flexibility.
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